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Note the tooth around Corky's neck signifying an "eye for and eye and ... " (Retribution)
The Islamic symbol representing Fundamentalist beliefs that Salman Rushdie should pay for
blasphemy.

Cheap=

•

Arguments around the Cost of imprisonment.

Red=

•

REtribution and Deterrence.
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Values above plus the issue of Protection represented by the pump.

SDE a position paper
outlining the options

Against
Desperate Dan Wears= Deterrence Doesn't Work (3 arguments - see sample essay).
Mucky Old Jumpers = Miscarriages of Justice.
Values = Rusty Rifles = Rehabilitation and Reform.

Tasks to aid retrieval skills
•

My students colour the ball in red and add a price tag to symbolise the cost argument.

•

Similarly the Union Jack shorts and USA baseball cap can be coloured in to represent the first
argument against Deterrence (see sample essay)

•

A spur could be added to Desperate Dan's boot which may trigger the second argument against
Deterrence i.e. 'Spur of the moment' killings have no regard for consequences. (domestic violence
killings such as the Sarah Thornton example are a case in point).

Summary
This article
•

Outlines key concepts and arguments in the Crime and Punishment debate.

•

Identifies tasks and diagrams which have helped my students process and retrieve these
arguments under exam conditions.
Pliil Marlow July
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stantly lobbying on behalf of us
all to keep Humanities teaching
and ideals at the forefront of the
educational debate. This alone is
worth the annual fee of £12.50
which has not changed, incidentally, since the Association came
into existence in the mid eighties.
I hope now that it is the summer
break you will get chance to have
a thorough read of the magazine
and more importantly replenish
your batteries with.a real good
holiday.

The next edition of TOO but we
would still like copy from our
5
SHA Claire Short
speech
members for the next edition. It
s need not take long and can be supA Phone call commentary
plied in any form from handDynamic Earth a more
6
written on the back of an envelope
in depth look
to neatly typed on disk. Two to
An Auschwitz jour1-a three hundred words will be quite
ney
· enough. Please send to me by
9
Tourism Concern
September 1 1999. Conference
planning is well underway and we
10
Heinemann Revieware set to equal or even excel our
Pete Walsh
page
wonderful 1995 conference at
Bromborough in the Wirral. An
excellent venue and also a team of
·.··•LooK·ouTFOR
committed teachers and advisers
THE CLASSROOM
under Dee Smith's leadership who
MATERIALS
have the conference organisation
• Any ideas printed
well underway. Many thanks to
will NCelve £10 exthe majority of our members who
penses
have renewed their subscription for
• You will get a warm
feeling of giving
1999 - 2000. If you have not I
away your brilliant
have
enclosed an invoice. I'm
Ideas for the price of
a takeaway.
afraid this will be your last copy if
you don't pay up. Remember the
• You never know
somebody might
Association not only organises an
produce something
annual conference and produces
of use to you
four magazines a year but is con-

The cartoon below represents a mnenonic device to retrieve many of the arguments mentioned
already. The cat is pro-capital punishment and Desperate Dan is against.
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Capital Punishment

Cheap
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l. What is meant by sustainable development Education?

Volleyballs

According to the panel report to DtEE and QCA [Sept 1998] it is about the learning needed to maintain and improve our quality
oflife and the quality of life of generations to come. It is about equipping individuals, communities, groups businesses and govemn1ents to live and act sustainably; as well as giving them an understanding of the environn1ental, social and economic issues
involved . It is about prepa...ring for the world in which we will live in t.lie next century and making sure we are not found wanfuig.
The tenn has its origins in Agenda 21, the earth summit of 1992 at which all the worlds leaders signed up to a range of commitments on sustainable development. However, sustainability is, like "Mom and Apple Pie an incontravertab/y good thing and has
the ability to mean all things to all people". [Damien Killeen, Strathclyde Poverty Alliance]. For Neo Liberal economists it
means market lead growth and the development of new technology which will resolve environmental while, at the other extreme,
Dark green ecologists maintain that economic growth is the problem and that we need to perceive Nature as being of the same
importance as human beings. The latter view resulted in a book called 'Rocks have rights'. UNESCO described it as 'an emerging concept', which we can aii play our part in shaping. There is no doubt that it is a contested term but there is also a no doubt
that there is a shared imperative to achieve it. For me, two factors are essential: People, equity an justice must be at the heart of
any interpretation of sustainable development and it must apply to all of us, especially those of us in northern industrialised societies.

2. Why do we need it
To quote Agenda 21
'Humanity stands at a defining moment in history. We are co,ifronted with a perpetuation of disparities between and within
nations, a worsening ofpoverty, hunger, ill health and literacy and the continuing deterioration ofthe ecosystems on which we
depend for our well being'. [Agenda 21 1992]
According to the UN Human Development report 1996, 1.3 billion people [ one fifth ofthe Human RaceJ live in absolute pov~
erty, lacking access to basic necessities such as food and clean drinking water. Northern countries with 25% of the world's
population consume 80% ofthe world's energy and according to OXFAM, "If everyone on the planet were to achieve Northern
levels ofconsumption two extra planet earths would be needed". [Oxfam Rights Now 1995]

We have all read the forecasts about depletion of the ozone layer, about the effects of deforestation, climate change. The human
race is like someone living way beyond their means. For a while we can carry on kidding ourselves that everything is fine, but
someday soon , unless we take action to change our circumstances, we will have a rude awakening. Never before have world
leaders seemed so united about the nature of the problems. However, agreement over the solutions is another matter and so far
many of the Agenda 21 commitments have been left unfulfilled.

3. What does the NC say about sustainable development education [SDE]
Al though SDE is not given as high a profile as Citizenship it is nonetheless, an element of both the PSHE and the Citizenship
framework in the draft 199 NC proposals, It also found a place in the final report on 'Education for citizenship and the teaching
of democracy in schools' and is clearly identified within the rationale for the NC where it states that the school curriculum
should 'enable pupils to think creatively and critically, to solve problems and to make a difference for the better. It should develop their awareness, understanding and respect for the environments in which they live and secure their commitment to sus-

Really

Mucky Old Jumpers

tainable development at a personal, local, national and global level'

and Values

More specifically, references to sustainable development in Geography have been strengthened across all key stages but its place
in the rationale underlines to me its importance as an overarching concept to the whole curriculum, and the whole school ethos.
Some examples from the draft non statutory guidance

Rusty Rifles
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Students might be instructed to find evidence to demonstrate that:
1.

deterrence works

At Key Stage One [PSHE] pupils should:

Be taught what improves and harms their local environment and some of the different ways people look after it, consider some
simple social and moral dilemmas e.g. fairness, simple environmental matters.

n. deterrence does not work.
The table below is an outline of arguments for and against capital punishment. Made into cards
students organise them into a logical order with counter arguments on the right.

At key stage two [PSHE], pupils should:

Be taught that there are different ways of allocating scarce resources and that economic choices affect individuals , communities
and the environment, be taught to understand the consequences of anti social behaviour for individuals and communities.

AGAINST

FOR
Capital punishment deters future murderers

Retribution
Bible - 'An eye for and eye'
Islam - supports death penalty
Salman Rushdie 'Fatwah'

Doesn't affect murder rate
- see USA evidence
- Britain has lower rate (no guns)
Bible - also says 'Turn the other cheek'

,

.

,

,

'

Retribution = rule of the mob

Execution of 'terrorists' can create
'martyrs' and ... raise new recruits .for the
causes. Eg IRA 'Freedom fighters'

Protection (of public)
Ensures against repetition of offence

.

,
'

Prisons have a high 'recidivision' rate (ie prison
reinforces criminal behaviour)

Cost
£20,000 + per week at taxpayers expense

New genetic fingerprinting etc can ensure against
mistakes (miscarriages)

At key stage 3 and 4 [PSHE] is not so clear

Deterrence

Deterrence

However, the focus seems to be mainly on health, identity and exam and job choices. Although there is mention oflearning how
to challenge prejudice, bullying and discrimination assertively , there is nothing and about challenging how and why racism and
prejudice exist in our society. With a government which expresses outrage at the racism which was exposed in the Stephen Lawrence enquiry, yet a few months later imposes one of the most perfidious Asylum bills of our time, without apparently seeing any
contradiction between the two, this is perhaps not surprising. The draft programmes of study for Citizenship at Key Stage 3
make mention of understanding the world as a global community and the political, economic and social disparities that exist but
this does not seem to link very directly to skills. Mention is made of developing skills of participation and action but these are
expressed as to use imagination to consider the experience of others and reflect on, express and explain viewpoints contrary to
their own.
At Key Stage Four, the emphasis is on rights and responsibilities, referring to legal and human rights, basic rights, to freedom
from poverty and violence, to schooling, Healthcare and clean drinking water etc, are not mentioned.
And nowhere in the PSHE or Citizenship guidance have I found any specific mention of sustainable development.

4. How do we ensure that SDE is part of the school curriculum

.

Execution is more expensive with cost of
appeals etc•

.,

~

Miscarriage of Justice have always
occurred.
The abolition of capital punishment has

.
,

'

given

Bi~ingham 6
Guildford 4
Bridgewater 3

}
the chance to prove
innocence

• Amnesty International have demonstrated that the

Democracy
Opinion Poll indicate that the public support Capital
Punishment. MPs should vote accordingly in a
democracy

wording of questionnaires can influence surveys.
•. Newspapers (tabloids) encourage public to view
murderers as 'monsters' who can't be reformed ...
• Evil dictators Saddam Hussein use Capital
Punishment to eliminate political rivals.
Some murderers have successfully reformed
Boyle works with Scottish delinquents
., Jimmy
(Married probation workers)

Some Murderers have served a 'Life sentence' and have,
been released only to kill again.

•

10

Serial Murderers may reveal whereabouts of
bodies much later.
(Myra Hindley. [Moors])

Hum9

However, although there is no specific mention, there is, nonetheless a commitment to SOE in the overall NC rationale and the
vagueness of the guidance actually means that there is scope for interpretation.
Schools Minister, Charles Clarke, was quoted this week in the TES as saying due to the reduced prescription, there is ample opportunity for teachers to use a range of sustainable development issues and contexts to develop subject related skills. David
Blunkett was also cited appraising primary schools for their success of integrating these topics into almost every subject, which
is how apparently he hopes the new framework will be implemented . TES 25.6.99
But as we know only too well, teachers are already overburdened by new initiatives from a Government which, I seem to remember promised a period without further change. There are also many contradictory Government messages to teachers. Despite broad commitments to citizenship and SOE, there has been much greater emphasis on league tables, testing , Literacy and
Numeracy hour. One could be forgiven for thinking that the present Government s pre occupation with what can be measured
indicates their understanding of what one of Oscar Wilde s characters called the price of everything and the value of nothing.
SOE however , cannot just be the responsibility of teachers and educators. It has to be the responsibility of all of us, of the
whole community. But the teachers are very concerned about the major issues facing us as we enter the 21st century and are
ideally placed to help pupils develop the knowledge, skills and values to address these issues.

5. What are schools doing already.
Many schools are already teaching SOE although they may not be using that term. In Sutton and Croydon a number of schools
have been working with local agenda 21 officers and Oxfam education to develop projects on fair trade and sustainable water use.
While in tower hamlets the global footprints programme is looking at how children can develop their knowledge and understanding of sustainability issues through numeracy and literacy initiative. A student from the MSc on Environment and Development Education at South Bank University has been helping teachers to write Maths materials, which address issues of
sustainability. Even more importantly perhaps, many schools are addressing this through work on whole school ethos. According to the NFER in some research on Environments Education, children s commitment to environmentally friendly actions depended primarily on the overall school ethos, not on how many lessons were allocated to address the issues. This applied to
school policy documents and missions statements, what was on school notice boards, and above all to attitudes of teachers and
support staff. For those ofus involved in PSD, this is no more than common sense. So schools, such as Wath School in Sheffield, with its strong commitment to an anti bullying policy is, I believe, by linking this to conflict resolution on a national and
global level, addressing SOE. Many schools which are part of the schools council movement are also helping to take forward
the agenda of SOE. In 1995, Oxfam Education worked closely on a project with Goldsmiths CCI that involved introducing sus-

The article below, from The Guardian (source 2) summarises some of the major points of interest. In
particular the relative lenience of the Scandinavian countries compared to say the state of Texas.
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tainable development to trainee teachers. Trainees devised projects in Design technology, Art, Social Science and Drama which
looked at a range of areas related to SDE, such as, appropriate technology, Fair Trade, sustainable tourism, conflict resolution.
The projects were carried out in schools and the trainee teachers were then able to reflect on them and adjust their practice accordingly. One of the key learning points for all ofus involved in the project was the need for thinking and reflection time. This
applied to pupils, trainee teachers, ITE tutors and Oxfam Education staff. What we are grappling with in SDE is not straightforward. There are no easy answers and the questions we need to ask ourselves reflect on our values and our present lifestyles. The
process of action research is an integral part of SDE and indeed part of all good practice in education.

6. What teaching resources are available to support this work
Firstly, I would like to recommend Oxfam s Curriculum for Global Citizenship, which provides a framework across all the key
stages, with suggestions for teachers and exa..-nples of good practice. This document seeks to bring together the agenda for development and environmental education into a curriculum for global citizenship , linking the personal, the local, the national and
global. Free copies available from Oxfam Education O171 93 I 7660
But there are also a range of resources now available for teachers, for example, A report to DfEE and QCA on Education for sustainable development in the schools sector. This gives suggested learning outcomes for each key stage, A free leaflet which
summarises some of this is also available from the Council for environmental Education 0118 950 2550 . There are a wide
range of teaching materials available from organisations like Oxfam Education. WWF and others. I would highly recommend
three of these Educating for the Future by David Hicks, The school is us, available from either Oxfam or WWF and Tengapalli, a primary teaching pack which looks at an inspiring project in India where villagers have revitalised their environment
and achieved and community renewal. Through drama, music, geography, spiritual activities, children are encouraged and enabled to learn from this community's efforts and to take relevant action for their own environment.

Wide variations in sentences imposed in different countries
for the same crimes emerged in a survey published yesterday
by the International Bar Association.
The most severe sentence for a particularly serious rape
ranged from 18 months in Ireland to 15 years in England and
death in Kuwait, according to the survey, published at the
opening of the association's annual conference in New York.
Judges and legal experts were given hypothetical cases and
asked to estimate the heaviest sentence their countries' courts
would impose.
The rape ofa 16 year old girt attacked at a bus stop, beaten,
and threatened ' with a knife by a 27 year old man with a
history of minor sex offences would attract a life sentence in
Canada but only three years in Denmark.
For a severe assault involving a stabbing at a party, sentences
ranged from a suspended sentence in Ireland to life
imprisonment in Kenya.
A 24 year old mim with a record for theft who sold £26
worth of hashish could expect a fine in Denmark, 12 months
jail in England, 21 years imprisonment in

An armed robber with a long history of violence who
murdered a hotel cashier would be sentenced to death in nine
countries, and life in most of the others.
The Scandinavian countries emerged as the most lenient
sentences, with the African countries and Texas imposing the
harshest penaities. Sentences varied between US s-.ates.
Dr Peter Muller, chairman of the association's criminal law
committee, said: "The results show wide and serious
disparities. 'They could fuel the demands in many countries
for sentencing reforms."
The association represents three million lawyers.

This raises questions about the impact of cultural values on sentencing policy.
Capital Punishment

7. How do we ensure empowerment not hopelessness
Faced with the big questions for us all as we prepare to enter the 21st century, it is easy sometimes for all ofus to feel disempowered. Resources like Thengapalli help children to see that individuals and communities can take action and change things
for the better. And it is good to remind ourselves that in the last 50 years, according to the UN Human Development Report
1997 mortality rates of children have been cut in half. The number of people with access to clean water has doubled. In addition,
we have recently seen the efforts of the Jubilee 2000 movement calling for the write off of Third Worlds debt achieve partial success and the influence of consumer power in ensuring the labeling of all GM foods. The GM campaign is a good example where
environmental and development issues have coalesced, with concerns not merely for our own health and countryside, but also for
the futures and livelihoods of poor farmers in countries like India. It is encouraging to note that in teaching SDE, we are not on
our own, but are a part of a global movement, which began with Agenda 21. Educationalists all over the world are concerned
about these issues and are concerned about outdated and inappropriate curricula. In Tanzania, for example, the new Civics curriculum includes environmental and citizenship education. All schools have self reliance projects, which can enable young people to play a part in supporting and developing their schools. Tanzania is one of the poorest countries in the world, where teachers have to contend with oversized classes of 60 to 170 pupils, poor school buildings, inadequate pay and training. But where
there is effective local community involvement, schools have been able to achieve a great deal and this is perhaps something we
could learn from.
I believe that we can and must all play our part in ensuring that SDE is at the heart of the curriculum. It is our chance to be part
of the solution, not the problem. But there are no quick fixes and no easy answers. However, despite its limitations, I choose to
be optimistic and believe that the NC Review gives us scope and opportunity to engage pupils in these debates and to develop
the knowledge, skills and attitudes to cope with the challenges to come, SDE can be motivational, can help develop a sense of
responsibility, encourage participation and democratic action, and develop critical analysis.
And is all this seems too idealistic, I like to remind myself of a quote by Robin Richardson

Nigeria and a life sentence in Hong Kong. Sentences for a
£25,000 tax fraud ranged from a large fine in New Zealand to
99 years jail in Texas.
A 19 year old armed robber who stole £800,000 with four
others in a bank raid would be sentenced to two years jail in
Norway, 14 years in England, life in Tanzania and the United
Arab Emirates, and death in Kenya, Nigeria and Zambia.

This issue o f ~ feeds nicely into another cultural discussion but this time within a society.
The map of the USA identifies variations in murder rates and whether individual states operate the death
penalty.
The death penalty across the United States
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A map without utopia on it is not worth consulting.
And as the NC Review has not provided us with such a map, then we need to draw it for ourselves.

Ros · Wade, Oxfam Education Cu"iculum Adviser and Co-Course Director ofSouth Bank University Msc Environmental and
Development Education Preparation for adult life CCCI Conference Goldsmiths College 2 July 1999.
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• Place the cards in order of seriousness.

1

• Identify the type and length of sentence (custodial and non custodial)
• Be prepared to justify to the class your sentence in terms of the concepts of Retribution;
Deterrence; Protection; and Reform.
Only at this point is the result of the International Bar Association Comparison revealed. (See
source 1)
Students can compare these results with their own group's deliberations on each crime. This should
make visible the cross cultural differences at play.

Crime

1.

Murder

Our Group's
Decision

Nearest
Comparable
Country

Possible Values

30 years

Spain

Protection

2. Rape

3. Severe Assault

4. Tax Fraud

5. Armed Robbery
6.

I am sure readers of TOO will agree that the points made are very encouraging and let us hope that a lot of
her ideas come to fruition. I hope that this edited version has given a flavour of the speech but if not the
full text can be obtained from DFID, 94 Victoria St LONDON SWlE SJL ISBN 1 86192 110 1 -Ed
' . ~·=-·•) ' ,..., . .,:,-:.:. . . "
..
..

Drunken Driving

7.

On 24 April 1999 Clare Short gave a speech at the Annual Conference of the Secondary Heads Association
in Brighton. Whilst risking quoting her out of context here are a few extracts which should be of interest to
Humanities teachers. She opened by stressing the importance of global issues and went on to say " I want
to look at how we can help bring international development issues more fully into the work and life of
schools ........". She goes on to point out that " ... in a recent survey 4 out of 5 pupils said they believed it
was important to learn about global issues ... " Clare made a statement which I am sure will strike a chord
with most teachers " My own view is that teaching remains the noblest of our professions and that - as with
so much of the public sector - we will come to realise the short-sightedness of much of its poor treatment
in recent years" She then went on to say that " Greater understanding of development issues can make a
real contribution to developing personal and social responsibility, as well as building the confidence and
understanding to tackle problems and situations from different perspectives." And that " .....the power of
development issues is their ability to facilitate and enliven teaching in many areas."
The Secretary of State went on to say that mutual links with schools in developing countries were very important but must not be based simply on charity. She mentions the help being given by Action Aid, who
are developing country texts for use in the Literacy Hour, and the QCA, who will seek to give useful advice
and guidance on Global issues. She also refers to Birmingham DEC who in partnership with their LEA, local businesses and community groups are "providing opportunities for teachers, schools and groups to engage in creative curriculum work with a global development perspective." Clare also mentions Haydon
Bridge School in Northumberland which has had a partnership with a secondary school in Tanzania since
1991. "The teachers have worked together to produce resources for the teaching of Geography in Haydon
Bridge and HIV/AIDS prevention in Tanzania. The Geography materials are supported by a video produced when Haydon Bridge teachers visited Tanzania. Teachers from Tanzania came to Britain to study
innovative methods to deliver health education more effectively, and have shared the resources produced
with other schools in the Dodoma region."
Clare concludes by saying " ......... we need to tackle seriously the question of how best to bring development into the work and life of schools. Ultimately, you are the people that matter in this. And I want to
consider how best we can work with you. I have set out today our plans for taking this forward. But I
would be delighted to hear your views."

~
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Pete Walsh

Early in May I was speaking to my grandson John on the phone. He is avidly interested in History. Our
conversation dwelled upon Newcastle's prospects of at last winning a trophy by beating Manchester United
in the cup final. After we had exhausted all the possible scores from 1-0 to 3-2 after being two down we
turned to his History. As I was formerly a Head of History we have this in common as well.
"How is your History going John?" I asked.
"Oh we are not doing it" he replied.
"Why not?" I said.
"Oh we are just doing SATS all the time," he responded.
"How long will that go on?" I continued.
"Until the exams are over," he concluded.

Soft Drugs

Is Robert Lowe back about a century since we got rid of him?!

u .. -a

Cultural Values and Sentencing Policy
Humanities Too
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Some other useful material which helps uncover the range of cultural/political values around
sentencing policy are included below.

COMPARATIVE SENTENCES (Source 1- The Guardian)

Highest sentence from each country
You may remember that in the last edition of TOO we gave
brief details of Dynamic Earth, which is situated in Edinburgh.
They are opening on July 3 1999 and they have sent us the following update. It certainly looks like a good educational day
out.
From volcanoes and earthquakes to glaciation, through evolution and extinction to global biodiversity, "Our Dynamic
Earth" tells the story of our planet's origins, development and
future. Travelling back through time, witness the Big Bang
and the fonnation of our universe and our planet. Experience
the awesome physical forces ofvolcanicity, earthquakes and
glaciation that have forged and sculpted the Earth. Discover
how the process of evolution has populated the planet and explore habitats from around the world.
The Dynamic Earth experience will provide a better understanding of how the planet works and its educational potential
is enonnous. By appealing to all the senses and emotions, the
immersive experience will stimulate curiosity in the astounding physical and biological processes that shape the Earth.
Rather than presenting the products of these processes, we illustrate the processes themselves. Within the galleries many
subjects are brought to life, introducing astronomy, geology,
geomorphology, evolutionary biology, oceanography and marine and terrestrial ecology. As a result. Dynamic Earth is
unique in terms of its breadth and in communicating the complex relationship between these subjects.
A visit to Dynamic Earth will give schools a fun-filled adventure and support the delivery of the curriculum. We want to
inspire pupils of all ages and abilities to ask questions. To

help pupils discover answers for themselves, the Dynamic
Earth Education Service is currently developing an Education Programme that will complement the earthscape galleries.
This Programme will be based in the two Dynamic Discovery Rooms, where hour-long Discovery Activities will take

place, led by our in-house Education Service Staff. Subject
and age - specific Discovery Chests, containing a variety of
resource materials, will be lent to schools who have booked
a Discovery Activity. We are now taking boo!d11gs
.. for the
1999-2000 academic year and are offering a number of free
familiarisation visits and charged inservice training sessions
for teachers between late August and late October.
Contact Infonnation
Address:
Our Dynamic Earth, Holyrood
Road, Edinburgh, EH8 SAS
Phone:
0131550 7800
Fax:
01315507801
enquiries@dynamicearth.co.ulc
Email:
Dee Davison, Education ManContact:
ager
Opening times:
Sunday) I 0am - 6pm
(Wednesday- Sunday)

Easter - October (Monday November - Easter
10am - 5pm

B!.e!

Murder
Canada
Oenmark

·..:~'!,.nd

Greece
HongK
India
Ireland
Kenya
Holland
NZealand
N"igeria

Norway
Sco1land
Spain

UAE
Texas

Life
Lile
U1e
Life
Life
Death
Death
Life
Death

Life
Life

Oealh
2LJ:s
30yrs
Death
Death

Life
3yrs
15 yrs
.. lOyrs

.

20r

Lie
10yrs
18mths
Life
5yrs

sxrs

4yrs

18mlhs

Syrs
6yrs
14yrs
lOyrs
2&';s
7yrs
Syrs

1 yr

10mths

Syrs
Syrs
Syrs
3yrs
1yr
SusSen
Lifo
2yrs

no reply

3yrs
10yrs
5yrs
3yrs

repayment
3 yrs
1 yr
Large fine
7yrs

4'{fS

7yrs
18mlhs
5yrs
6yrs

SOyrs

10yrs

61'1'4hs
3yrs
6yrs

syrs

Nil

99yrs

.

Death
6yi$

9 YfS
Oealh.
2yrs
10yrs

Drunken

Soft

Driving

2!lLa

no reply
20days
Osqual
Syrs
1 yr
3yrs
no reply
no reply
no reply
no reply

No reply

norel)ly

6mntl'IS

no reply

llsqual
6mtis
1 yr

6yrs

Life
99yrs

2yrs

Fine

1yr
1 yrp,ob

u:

noreply
no reply
no reply
no reply
nora~
21 yrs
no reply
18mths
4yrs
10yrs
1 yr

Source International Bar.Association

Toe seven crimes identified in the Bar Association article offer an opportunity for
students to play judge and jury, trying to reach a consensus around the appropriate
punishment.
Areas of disagreement allow an opportunity for differences in values to emerge. Each
group is given the following cards.
Q/

"'

Severe Assault
involving a
stabbing at a
party

The Rape of a
16 year old girl

You may remember that in our last edition ofTOO we had a short article about the Earth Science Technology Centre. In the
meantime Stephanie Jackson the co-ordinator has written to us. She thanks us for our help in publicising the Centre and goes
on to say that June will be a very busy month with lots of primary groups visiting to study rivers. The centre will be renovated during the summer holidays and everything will be in place for a new start in September. Many thanks to Stephanie for
her letter. Will any schools who visit the centre please let us know how you found your visit?

Further details from:

Robbery

Will any of our members who visit the Dynamic Earth let
us know about their experience - perhaps even a pupils account?

. E~~!.:~~~;~a~~~~iiii&ii~~~~::
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Stephanie Jackson
Geography Section
Institute of Education
University of London
20 Bedford Way

An Armed
Robber who
murdered a
hotel cashier

£25,000 Tax
Fraud

LONDON
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Tel:
01716126462
Fax:
01716126450
Email: s.jackson@ioe.ac.uk
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On September 5 th 1944 a train arrived at Auschvitz from Holland. Dr Gisella Perl, who survived the camp, recalled seeing
amongst the thousand Jews on that train a group of well
dressed, white bearded gentlemen carrying fine plaid blankets
and small overnight cases in their hands, like diplomats going
to some important conference. A few days later she saw one of
them dressed in rags like the rest of us. . . . The elegant, well
groomed man, who had looked like a diplomat, had become a
dirty, lice infected human wreck, his spirits broken. She saw
him furtively passing diamonds to one of the camp foremen.
Grinning broadly, the foreman nodded and held out three miserable uncooked potatoes, and the elderly man, shaking with
impatience, tore them out of his hand and put them to his
mouth, chewing, swallowing, as if every bite gave him a new
lease of life.
. . . Here, in this Stock Exchange of Hell, the value of a bag
Of diamonds was three uncooked potatoes. M. GILBERT
Holocaust Journey, p. 151.
I knew that I would be accompanied by the ghosts of those who
had visited the camp in circumstances very different from my
own. In fact, as I tapped quietly on Mick Walkers door at 2.45
am for a daytime sortie over Poland, I knew that the journey
would take place in my imagination as much as out there in another country. Fragments of comics, films, books and shards of
memory would jostle confusedly with things seen and heard.

•

•

¼'•i:,

Reform

From the fragments I already knew that it was not only about
Jews. Homosexuals, gypsies, Jehovahs Witnesses, common
criminals were also killed in large numbers. So too were Soviet
prisoners of war, three million of them in all different rules
operated for colonial peoples on the Eastern Front from those
for the metropolitan enemies on the Western Front. Here is a
first uncomfortable solidarity British combatants shared with
Nazi Germans a status that was not accorded to Russians.

Rehabilitation

From the fragments I also knew that it was not only about German Nazis. The occupied French collaborated see S.
Faulks, Charlotte Gray and the Italians see R. BEGNINI s
film Life is Beautiful . The British and even British Jewry were
not always welcoming to refugees from Nazi persecution see
R. BOLCHOVER . Most disturbingly of all, the mindset that
produced the Holocaust is a central strand of the Western
European imperial culture which gives so many of so much.
See S. LINDQUVIST, Exterminate all the Brutes. Here is a
second solidarity.

Other Points

•

There was no shortage of German volunteers to work in the
camps, said our guide a Auschwitz but don t be too harsh on
them. There was more hope of surviving the war as a prison
guard than as a front line soldier.

•

Cracow Airport is in a country that I have not visited before. It
is, however, in a time that I recognised 1950s, Glasgow
Airport as it then was. I moved to the edge of our party of one
hundred and seventy three to eavesdrop on a language that I
cannot understand. There are far more Ladas here than in Britain.
Each of the three coaches to Auschwitz had an English speak-

•

•

0
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ing Polish guide. The one on the coach where I was gave a
relaaxed, informative account of the Jewish presence in Poland, which might even pre date any Christian presence.
Arrived at Auschwitz I, we went off in six groups each with
an official Polish guide. Some of the older guides, we were
told, trained for the job in the Communist years and it colours
their presentation. The group I was with had a younger, excellent guide .
We went through the wrought iron gateway Arbeit macht frei
into a large area of brick built, two storey barracks still wurrounded by high, barbed wire fences. Many of these buildings are organised as museums with displays behind glass.
I find it hard to know how best to behave. Am I a tourist taking photographs. A secular pilgrim silently communing with
a congregation both visible and invisible. A student of history. A teacher permitted to take photographs for work in
class I certainly could not bring myself to point my camera at
a large transparent um filled with human ash. Others did not
have the same sticking point as I, but all those I shared reactions with felt the same discomforts. One teacher was relieved when his camera jammed after his second photograph.
As I gazed at huge piles of plundered shoes, brishes, suitcases, human hair even, I was numb rather than aware of any
feelings. As I passed along corridors lined with framed photographs of individual inmates, I suddenly knew what to do.
Since each photograph had on it the date of entry to the camp
as well as the date of death and other details, I hunted for one
who had entered Auschwitz on the day I was born, 9 May
1941. I did not find one, though there might be several
amongst so many hundreds but I found and photographed
one who was imprisoned just a few days after I was born.
Stanislaw Nowacki was born on 20 February 1921, entered

Auschwitz on 29 May 1941 and died on 18 July 1942. l had
to kook closely at one person lest they all disappear into a
mass of statistics.
The prison block with its execution wall outside is less of a
museum and closer to what it used to be. The cells included
some standing cells, 90 cm by 90 cm, which sometimes
housed four people, who were sometimes starved to death.
It was hard to face such inhumanity.

AGAINST
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Present tensions are disturbingly close at this point. A Carmelite monastery stands obtrusively up against the boundary wall
in the former SS barracks. It seems the Catholic authorities
have acknowledged this insensitivity and the building is no
longer occupied. Adjacent to it is a pit where human ash was
dumped. A religious fanatic has erected large wooden crosses
there and broadcasts loud religious music through a tinny
sounding loudspeaker. According to our guide the Catholic
bishops have told him to stop, but he is enjoying the publicity
too much to obey.

The rabbi gave a short address. This was his fourth visit to
Auschwitz, but it felt the most affecting he was in the company of so many teachers, a much maligned profession, but
people with an important role in shaping the future. It had
been so long since I had heard such things in public that I felt
a real change of heart. Gone was the nagging worry that, after
llN on a Friday, I might be one of Chris Woodheads 15,000
failing teachers. Whatever anybody else's judgement, we are
doing a job worth doing, and in difficult circumstances.
Amongst other things we are working to reduce prejudice.

One of the barracks has become the Jewish Martyrology. It is
more religious in tone than other parts of the camp. Its displays
acknowledge the heroism of many Poles who saved Jews.

We lit candles and placed them amongst the many sad mementos left at the ruin.

The gas chamber and adjacent crematorium with its furnaces
reconstructed from pieces left behind in the camp are bleak. It
is a place for emptiness and wordless feeling.
It is a very short coach ride to Auschwitz II or Birkenau. The
large watchtower with the railway through it is already familiar.
The scale of the camp is a new and overwhelming experience.
It covers approximately 175 hectares 425 acres and contained
over 300 buildings. By August 1944 it housed some 100,000
prisoners.
The huts seem little altered. The three storey bunks are in place.
In the toilet block a huge concrete rectangle has bucket size
holes in it as close to one another as cinema seats. Dignity and
privacy are stripped away. I am reminded of what Trude Levi, a
survivor, said at the preparatory seminar in London nothing
was available for women at times of menstruation, although
most of them stopped menstruating altogether. The guide invited us to think of the flies and the smell in hot summer days
as thousands used this room.
The size of the site encourages solitary wandering. The railway
line divides into two parallel tracks on either side of a ramp
where selections took place. I stood on the spot where the SS
doctor in a well known photograph sent a minority to his right
to probable death in the labour camp and a majority
Behind him, through well tended gardens, to immediate death
in the underground shower rooms.
Rabbi Barry Marcus, who had accompanied us from London,
conducted a service beside the ruins of Crematorium II. There
were four gas chambers here accommodating two thousand at a
time, plus one in Auschwitz I. We had a booklet so that we
could recite Psalm 23 and then a prayer in Hebrew. My emotion was now most naked as I choked over the words two and a
half thousand years old.
The Lord is my shepherd I shall not want
Yea, though I walk through the valley of the
shadow of death,
I will fear no evil,
For Thou art with me.

As I walked back along the railway line to the exit, Mick
caught up with me. He had allowed himself to pick one wild
flower. I did the same from the bank of a wide ditch, no doubt
dug by prisoners. It is now a pressed flower in my copy ofM.
GILBERT, The Holocaust.
As I draft this the radio announces that the neo Nazi group
which planted a nail bomb in Brixton and one in Brick Lane
has just exploded one in a gay bar with loss of life.

A Humanities course is a good place to deal with all this. It is
not the only place for me, and it is not the place for everyone.
But it is a good place. I gives, I hope, a historical context, but
it also places the Holocaust directly in relationship to the present lives of young people. Persecution and Prejudice what has
the Holocaust to do with bullying in school or homophobic
attitudes. The Humanities course is also a place of widening
solidarities Kenyan immigrants, Amazonian Indians, Amish
pacifists, third generation British Asians as well as some
youth culture of the 1990s.

DDW=

Deterrence doesn't work
in practise (compare UK murder rates with Ame~ican)

•

•

•

Religious 'Thou shalt not kill' / 'Tum the other cheek' (Amish) - are alternative Christian beliefs.

•

It was planned that we would drive Schindler s factory and
visit the old Jewish ghetto in Cracow, but time had run out for
us.
On the plane home I had planned to sleep, for I had to teach
on Monday after a Sunday that had lasted nearly twenty four
waking hours. But the two teachers who had travelled in the
seats beside me found a better plan. We drank wine with our
meal and chatted. We could still not formulate our feelings
nor make sense of the experience, but it was a time ofrelease.
We did not even exchange names, but the world of teachers is
another good solidarity to belong to.
Enjoyable is not the word but it had been a good day.
( The Holocaust Trust plans to run a similar course,
probably in April 2000. They can be contacted at BCM
Box7892, London WCI 3:XX, tel 0171222 6822.]

•

•

DanMcEwan
Bosworth College
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Last summer, education t.v. producer Phil Gauron
and I found ourselves facing an interesting challenge:
how to turn five hours of fi]m footage, taken earlier
that year in The Gambia, into a twenty minute video
which would answer curriculum needs in secondary
schools while also furthering Tourism Concern's
mission - to create a fairer, more sustainable tourism
industry.
For some years now, I've been arguing that tourism is
not just an issue we should be exploring as an important element of people's lives; but that it also provides a valid vehicle for the teaching of skills and
knowledge in many areas of the curriculum. Last
summer was my chance to prove it. 'Looking Beyond
the Brochure', the twenty minute fi]m that emerged
from the process has, I believe, managed to embrace
this dual function - not least because the wind of curriculum change is blowing our way.

Deterrence

A video for our time?
Literacy, citizenship, preparation for adult life ... the
debate continues as to how these buzzwords can be
translated into sound teaching practice. But as the
new proposals for the national curriculum are digested, one thing seems clear: our current government regards fostering the spiritual, moral and social
development of young people as an essential role for
schools. 'Looking Beyond the Brochure' offers
schools a wealth of ideas relevant to this role, using
different forms of presentation to do so
It is split into three parts - first a video travel brochure picturing the Gambia as a typical package tour
winter sun destination; then a central section in which
a young Gambian questions the relationships between
tourists and their Gambian hosts, set around the hotels and on a trip to the former slave trading post of
Juffureh; and finally video scrapbook of scenes
showing Gambian life outside the hotels.
Thanks to a grant from DFID, we are able to offer all
secondary schools one copy of the video free of
charge (see below). It comes with comprehensive
sleeve notes and access to free web site material.

Protection

4
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Support materials
To go with the video I have developed two publications: a support pack for English teaching with
70 pages of activities, poems, travel writing and
media extracts; and 'Exploring Beyond the Brochure', a booklet of teaching ideas and source material relating the video to issues both personal and
global, from human rights to understanding sustainable development.
Using the booklet alongside the video, Humanities
teachers have a point of entry into both tourism and
development, while anyone interested in seeing
how the new citizenship proposals can be applied
will find many ideas for dealing with young people's rights and responsibilities, within their communities and as consumers.

Potential partnerships
In conceiving this project, I wished to create something that had real potential for genuine crosscurricular applications. I hope that in a year's time
the video and its associated materials will have
found a use in many areas of the curriculum, providing fruitful partnerships between different subject areas; and I would welcome hearing from anyone who puts this potential into practice in the
coming months.
To get your school's copy, send your name, department and school address to Tourism Concern, Stapleton House, 277-81 Holloway Rd,
London N7 8HN. Fax 0171 753 3331 (NB check
first to see if your English department has it already). The English pack and cross-curricular
booklet can be bought from Tourism Concern
for £10.00 and £5.00 respectively.
Alison Stancliffe,
Education Officer,
Tourism Concern.
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Heinemann Press Review Column.·

CPRCRV
Capital Punishment supporters.

STORIES FROM HISTORY
BY ROSEMARY AND JANE
SHUTER
There are two books in the series so far :
Medievai Times and Tudors and Stewards.
They both have a teacher's guide with a context, an outline of the story and possible activities such as "discuss, write, act, draw."
The books cost £5 .25 for the stories and
£11.99 for the teacher's guide. There are
around twenty stories in each book which
cover a range of events from they period: the
battle of Hastings; the murder of Becket;
the truth about Guy Fawkes; Fire; these are
just a few examples.
They are written from a point of view of ordinary people who get involved with, or are
near to, events and characters which they
can not understand or aspire to imitate. A
lot of historical detail is included in the text
to give a framework to the story, but the emphasis is on bringing a subject to life and
making it accessible. The stories are not
supposed to stand on their own, but to add
variety and elicit interest in topics that can
be very dry. The text itself is aimed at the
range of pupils, so would probably not
stretch the more able and would be too difficult for the less able . However, if they were
read out by the teacher they would be useful
asset at all levels of achievement.
We have purchased some of the books for
use by staff or to go in the class History library. Unless you get a lot more capitation
than I do it would be difficult to justify buying large numbers, although a class set to be

shared by the department may be viable.
No doubt most of you are having to include strategies in Department plans for
literacy and "reading for meaning."
These stories are valuable as a resource
to be used, in conjunction with many others, as a means of delivery the latest
ideas from the educational " think tanks "
this government seems to like so much. I
can remember being told stories about
History when I was at school over forty
years ago. Full circle again and once
more teachers have to re-invent the
wheel. So the story is back in History.
V./as it ever lost for most of us ?

<

(i) Western Christianity Bible

Religious beliefs

(ii) Islam [Koran]

R

JOHN MURPHY
HEAD OF HISTORY
PENNYWELL SCHOOL
Cheap (£24,000)

SUNDERLAND

C
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Capital Punishment - Sample Essay - Arguments For & Against
C
p

Capital Punishment has its supporters and opponents. Among those for include those whose

i.

Religious beliefs lead them to believe that under certain circumstances it is appropriate. This group
might include Christians from western culture who believe in the Old Testament saying 'an eye for an
eye and a tooth for a tooth.' (In other words a life for a life!) Middle Eastern religions too, contain
some Islamic Fundamentalists who have used a particular interpretation of the Koran to justify
Capital Punishment (recently the British author Salman Rushdie was sentenced to death through a
'Fatwah' for blaspheming in his book The Satanic Verses).

C

ii.

Others who agree with Capital Punishment. do so on the grounds of cost. Why should taxpayers fork
out £24,000 per week to keep murderers in gaol? (Source The Guardian).

R

iii.

People who believe in the values and principles of 'retribution' and 'deterrence' also see a place for
Capital Punishment as no one will get involved in murder etc. or violent crime if they will pay with
their life.

R

D

Capital Punishment also protects society from the possibility of violent individuals who may reoffend on release from gaol.

Against
D

D

w

M
0
J

Critics however argue that deterrence theory doesn't work in practice.
What is the evidence for this?

i.

Britain without the death penalty has a much lower murder rate than the American states who have
retained it.

ii.

Most murders are committed in an emotional 'spur of the moment' situation so murderers do not
consider the consequences of their actions (which deterrence theory presumes).

iii.

Executing an IRA terrorist may lead to more violence not less as comrades may view the killer as a
'freedom fighter' and a martyr for the cause.

iv.

Furthermore they argue, history is full of 'miscarriages of justice 'where the wrong innocent person
was hung. E.g. Birmingham 6 etc.

R
v.
R
vi.

The aims of punishment should be reform and rehabilitation of offenders (IlQ1 retribution).
Amnesty International (Human Rights Organisation) also identifies the ways in which the death
penalty is often used as a means of eliminating political opponents in non-democratic cultures. They
have also identified the racism which lies behind the sentencing policy of the USA where blacks are
many times more likely to receive the death penalty than their white counterparts.

Task:
Using the above essay, summarize the main arguments in your own words using the
boxes below.

2
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As a teacher of a mixed ability GCSE Humanities course (NEAB syllabus) I encounter, as many of us do,
the problem of helping weaker candidates negotiate examination questions which require the skill of 'recall'
i.e. retrieving concepts and arguments in a coherent order.

In many cases the students involved understand the issues and concepts but when confronted with the exam
question panic sets in and under the pressure of the 'timed' situation the student either draws a blank and
reverts to 'common sense' arguments (usually anything but!) .Q[ throws everything they can recall at the
question but in a mish mash fashion lacking structure and organisation.
Let me provide an example from the NEAB examination in which students are required to discuss the
arguments for and against a 'political/moral issue' that they have studied. In our centre we focus on the
capital punishment debate. To do well on this question retrieval skills are at a premium.
Several research studies in psychology have useful practical things to say about memory retrieval. Some of
the most relevant are:

SEND US YOUR
HUMANITIES IDEAS
it does not need to be

long
it could be curriculum
materials Kl-5
It could be schemes of
work Kl-5

Classroom based activities are useful
Don't forget to send
print and disc

See address on page

Any published work
will receive expenses.

Special poinltof:'O'

interest:

·· · ·

• Any rdeaa prlntecf ' ·. •.
will receive :£10 expense,
• You will get a warm
feeling of giving
away your brilliant
ideas for the price of
a takeaway.
• You never know
somebody might
produce something
of use to you

This is an attempt to combat one of the
greatest ironies of today, since the advent of computers and D.T.P. a massive
volume of good well prepared materials
have been produced but 95% of it is
never seen outside the generating school.
Lets get one thing straight we are not
talking publication ready materials, or
even stuff that is anything like as long as
this first offering. It is good neat ideas to
cover a particular issue. We have, however, to be realistic good ideas which
need a lot of D.T.P. work are also a none
starter. This will only work if people
send their own classroom materials in,
we are too small an organisation to run
this from the committee alone. We still
have not received any work from members, please send in any information you
can as this would be most useful.

The address is:-

ii.

Changing the fonn of the material makes it easier to remember that passively receiving information.
(Craik et al 1972)
In other words making students do something with the material (even rewriting it in their own words)
will force them to process the 'meaning' of the text. (Semantic representation).
Colouring in or adding to a diagram will reinforce the imagery and aid the retrieval process (Iconic
representation).

12 Lloyd Street,

RYTON,
TYNE &WEAR,

iii.

1. Please make sure they are in printable form.

Things that make sense are easier to remember than those which do not.

2. We use Publisher/winword/
Pageplus, these formats are most useful ..

A favourite example of this is Morris et al 1981 who presented one set of subjects with lists of
imaginary football scores and another group with lists of real football scores. He found that football
supporters who were hearing the scores for the first time remembered far more than non football
supporters and they also remembered far more of the real scores than the fictitious ones - because to
them the scores made sense and carried their own meanings (presumably even the surprising results).

3. Include some brief details about
yourself and how you use the materials
if it is not stunningly obvious.

To the non football supporters the terms and scores were a series of disembodied numbers and words
which make no sense at all.

4. Send both disc and print off if at all
possible.

I hope to invoke all three of the above in this brief outline.
In teaching students about the Capital Punishment debate it seems important to cover the
following ground.

Capital Punishment a mixed
ability approach
The latest offering in the classroom
materials section is in my opinion
a first class treatment of a very difficult issue, especially for the less
able. The section is designed to
give a form and structure to the
issue of Capital punishment in
away that includes revision ideas to
help students remember the salient
points for examinations. recognise
the potential for this distribution

Pictures and diagrams are easier to remember than printed words alone, (Bruner

Pete Walsh,

NE404DJ.

1973).

i.

Our thanks go out to Phil Marlow a member of the executive.
The only thing he asks is if anyone adapts or updates some of
the examples please send a copy
to him via the address above.
Anyone wishing to have a
floppy copy please send a blank
disk and S.A.E., stating which
version of word you would like
the work saving in.

• Con~epts underpinning the d~bate including Retribution, Deterrence, Protection, Miscarriages of
Justice and Reform, along with a critical approach to the validity of such ideas.
• Variations in cultural values around punishments. (This may include knowledge of religious
ideologies and attitudes towards human rights.)
• Arguments for and against.
"Now come on Smithers
surely you have had one
good idea in your life
worth sharing with us."

I won't retrace the detailed points here but the sample essay below gives some idea of the issues touched
upon in class.

J.lnmO

0

Educated citizens

"Education should not attempt to shelter our nation's children from even the harsher controversies
of adult life, but should prepare them to deal with such controversies knowledgeably, sensibly,
tolerantly and morally. QCA (1998) 10.1

Geographical Eye over Asia

11

Developing a capacity to learn is an essential element of citizenship. This is exemplified in
the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Childthrough rights to go to school
and develop capacities for "understanding, peace, tolerance, equality of sexes, and
friendship among all peoples"(from Article 29.ld). All the programmes in the
Geographical Eye over Asia series explore ideas about children's education and possible
futures. In programme 1, two families reveal different possibilities for their children's
schooling, influenced by their levels of income and land ownership. In programme 2,
Dehra Dun is portrayed as an educational city, with some of India's most prestigious
schools. In programme 3, failing a school leaving examination means working in the cotton
mill rather than getting access to a "higher" job. In programme 4, the flood shelters are
used for literacy classes in order to make them part of community life. In programme 5,
the devastated school buildings and learning materials are shown after the eruption of the
volcano. In programme 6, a child goes to school and sells magazines in the streets on a
typical day in the city. These are snapshots of educational realities and opportunities for
some people in contemporary Asia.

A video resource for global citizenship

:,
A future visions exercise
Ask pupils to make their own vision pictures of how they would like their
own "future" to look like, for example in twenty five years time. These
could be presented as sketches with comments arranged as a large
picture. Then ask the pupils to make a similar future vision for one or
any of the young people seen in the Geographical Eye over Asia
programmes. This could lead to role play activity between "themselves"
and the children in Asia whose futures they have chosen to imagine.

Cultural contexts and further resources
The Geographical Eye over Asia series comes with a Study Guide for teachers which
provides a wide range of activities for developing geographical learning from the
programmes. This leaflet aims to add a wider dimension of opportunities for citizenship
education based on the programmes.
The Humanities Education Centre can give advice on supporting resources about the
three countries featured, about Asian cultural issues in general and about themes for
citizenship education. Although the programmes are about seemingly "distant" places,
they are made for viewing in multicultural contexts, so that pupils with Asian backgrounds
or travel should be encouraged to add their own viewpoints and experiences to the
learning situations.

The Geographical Eye over Asia video and study guide may be purchased from
Channel 4 Learning, or viewed at:
Humanities Education Centre, Tower Hamlets Professional Development Centre,
English Street, London E3 4TA tel: 0171 364 6405 fax: 0171 364 6422
E-mail: hec@gn.apc.org
leaflet devised by Don Harrison for Humanities Education Centre, May 1999

Ideas for using the Channel 4 Schools programmes
to develop social, moral and political education
in secondary classrooms

Using Geographical Eye over Asia for citizenship education
The proposed Programme of Study for geography at Key Stage 3 includes these key
elements:
Values and attitudes
a) to appreciate how people's values and attitudes, including their own, affect contemporary
social, environmental, economic and political issues.
Global citizenship
b) to recognise the economic and social disparities that may exist.
This leaflet has been produced by the Humanities Education Centre, Tower Hamlets,
London, to support secondary teachers with geographical citizenship education. The
Geographical Eye over Asia programmes were co-produced by the International

Broadcasting Trust and Yorkshire Television and were first broadcast by Channel 4
Schools TV in February 1996. They can be used for learning about values and attitudes of
different people in Asian countries. This helps to give a global dimension to citizenship
learning, seeing interdependencies between people and countries - and also seeing
inequalities between richer and poorer groups within communities.
Programme
Programme
Programme
Programme
Programme
Programme

1
2
3
4
5
6

India: Farming and development
India: Environment and Industry
India: The Textile Industry
Bangladesh: Living with Flooding
The Story of a Volcano
Urban development in Jakarta

This page explores learning about media images of other people and places - an essential
foundation for any global citizenship education. The next page highlights specific issues in
the Geographical Eye over Asia programmes in relation to strands for citizenship
education identified in the 1998 report from the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority
( QCA) on Education for citizenship and the teaching of democracy in schools. The last
page extends the theme of education and young people's rights to a future.

0

Media literate citizens

"We all need to learn more about each other. This should entail learning not only about the United Kingdom including all four of its component parts - but also about the European, Commonwealth and global dimensions of
citizenship." QCA (1998) 3.16

Social and moral citizens
"Firstly, children learning from the very beginning self-confidence and socially and morally
responsible behaviour both in and beyond the classroom, both towards those in authority and
towards each other. QCA (1998) 2.11
Natural disasters provide a good basis for learning social and moral responsibility, through
becoming aware of choices people face. Programme 4 of Geographical Eye over Asia
shows causes and effects of floods. Programme 5 shows the eruption of a volcano. In
both examples, people choose to stay or return to the affected areas to rebuild their
community lives. Both programmes show prediction of disasters and examples of aid.

:>

An aid perspectives exercise
Tape television news of an emergency. Ask pupils to listen to the commentary
and presentation techniques - and then create their own, as if they were local
young people. Play the new commentary over the pictures. This should lead
to discussion about how news events are presented for particular audiences.

8

Community citizens

"Secondly, learning about and becoming helpfully involved in the life and concerns of their
conmmunities, including learning through community involvement and service to the community.
QCA (1998) 2.11

11

Programme 2 of Geographical Eye over Asia provides a case study of local lobbying to
close down limestone mining in a Himalayan valley in north India. The views and activities
of the relatively affluent environmental protesters are contrasted with those of workers
in a mine, who are desperate to keep their jobs.

:>

A group lobbying exercise
Choose two campaigning themes, like cycling or waste disposal. Divide the class into
four groups, asking groups A and B to prepare posters for and against one theme
and groups C and D posters for and against the other theme. Groups A and B
present their cases and ask C and D to vote for or against. The process is
repeated with C and D presenting the other theme and A and B voting.

0

Political citizens

"Thirdly, pupils learning about and how to make themselves effective in public life through
knowledge, skills and values. QCA (1998) 2.11
11

Geographical Eye over Asia is a set of films of people from different environmental and
social contexts in three Asian countries. The programmes include experiences from the
past and projections for the future. Questions can be asked like: "how and why were
these programmes made?" "who were they made for?" "how are these programmes
different from other kinds of film materials on Asian topics?" "what do they show and not
show?" "who are the interviewers and interviewees?" "which languages are used and how
are translations managed?" "what presentation techniques have been used?"

:>

A comparing media exercise

Display a range of presentations on a topic like, for example, "farming in India"
(the subject of programme 1 ). These could include a geography text book, a
magazine article, a newspaper story, a travel brochure, an aid agency poster.
Make a survey analysis of the different formats used and messages conveyed.

Programme 1 of Geographical Eye over Asia shows policies of Kerala state in India to
increase equality of distribution of land and homes. Programme 3 shows a range of
economic policies in Gujerat state in India for cotton production, including trade union
actions for workers' rights. Programme 6 shows urban planning strategies in Jakarta, the
capital city of Indonesia, and how these affect people's work, transport and livelihoods.

:>

A development planning exercise

Set up a cabinet meeting where ministries of finance, planning, welfare and
environment debate a proposal to move people out of cities by providing plots of
land. Ministers present their own aspect of the situation and what they think is in
the best interests of the people they represent.
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